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In keeping with our Audible Signaling Devices line, ICC/Intervox is proud to announce we?ve become
distributors of Audible and Visual Alarms for Industrial Safety from Pfannenberg, a German-owned and
engineered line of Industrial Signaling Technologies.

Pfannenberg?s heavy duty and versatile audible signaling devices satisfy numerous alarm, warning, and
indication requirements.? Horns and sirens, also known as ?sounders?, are self-generating - the tones are
pre-programmed into their circuitry and the sound is simply emitted when power is supplied.? Their loud
acoustic signals (100 dB SPL to 120 dB SPL at the lowest setting) are widely used for generating
evacuation alarms in the event of fire, toxic gas leak, or chemical spill.?? Other applications for sounders
include machinery start-up alarms, back-up warning systems, process upset signals, heavy equipment
movement, and movement of doors, gates, cranes, and barriers.
Phannenberg?s sounders typically generate a variety of tones that can be user-selected (up to 80
pre-programmed tones). Some units are capable of delivering multiple tone stages. For example, one tone
stage may signal evacuation, while a secondary tone stage may signal ?all clear? or OK to return.??

When audible alarms might go unnoticed due to hearing protection, Pfannenberg Signal Towers Series
BR 50 stack lights provide convenient visual indication. They can be combined with audible warning with
their easy-to-assemble component architecture that supports up to five interchangeable modules.? Choice
of visual modules include bright LED and filament lamps for continuous or blinking operation, and
hi-visibility flashing xenon tubes.

Pfannenberg Signaling Products come with a 10-year warranty, are SIL certified, ATEX certified, and
MED Certified.

With rugged construction and the ability to withstand severe environments, Pfannenberg Signaling
Devices are the solutions you can depend upon to protect your employees and processes.
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